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At TP Print we understand the value of quality communication and school
representation material.
We appreciate deadlines and are committed to providing exceptional product
within budget, on time.
But most importantly, presenting information clearly and making you look
professional and efficient is the indisputable goal of our business.
We have the equipment, expertise and absolute commitment to deliver
a wide range of print services — from school magazines through to
prospectus documentation, to administration support forms and books.

We can provide premium custom graphic design or can efficiently liaise
with your contracted or inhouse graphic designer.
TP Print and its predecessors have served the Te Puke community for
more than 100 years. During this time, our business and our people have
forged strong links with schools and tertiary institutes.
We are deeply committed to the ongoing support and success of Te Puke’s
up-and-coming generations and the value they will add to our community

Stationery

Representation Documentation

Educational Tools, Record Keeping & Print Finishing

Essential collateral in your identity
kit — business cards, letterhead, with
compliment slips, envelopes.

Nothing portrays professionalism and integrity better than effectively
designed representative documentation — prospectus, profiles, school
magazines and special event material such as ball, gala and award tickets
and programmes.

Personalised, sequentially numbered, in duplicate/triplicate/quadruplicate and custom-created to your specific requirements.
Print services include information books, order books, audit books, time sheets, report books and large scale poster output.
Print finishing services include binding, laminating, collating and assembling.

Contact Us
TP Print are focused on the advancement of our vibrant local Te Puke community
and avidly support Te Puke Goodness Grows Here.
With our established experience and resources in print technology and effective graphic
communication, our goal is to provide exceptional service and quality — on time, within
budget and to spec.
Call us to discuss how we can be of assistance — and for an obligation-free quote.
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TP Print — Proud to have served our
community for more than 100 years.
Avid supporter of Te Puke Goodness Grows Here

